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S U M M A R Y
Observations of the ψ1 earth tide yield valuable insights into the earth’s free core nutation,
especially if the effects of the ψ1 ocean tide can be removed. The ocean tide is extremely
small, with amplitudes rarely more than a few millimetres, and developing an accurate model
is challenging. Direct observations are inadequate to support a global model. The alternative—
numerical simulation—must account for a multitude of possible effects. The ocean tide is
forced by the gravitational tidal potential, by pressure loading from atmospheric tides, by
seasonal modulation of the nearby K1 constituent, and possibly by non-linear interactions
among several other constituents. Here we construct a model of the ψ1 ocean tide which
accounts for (or attempts to bound) each of these effects. The radiational component (from
atmospheric pressure loading), although relatively small, is complicated by the presence of
non-tidal atmospheric variability in the diurnal band. The ocean’s response is dynamic, but
there is also high-wavenumber pressure forcing with a near-isostatic response. A general
circulation model, forced by both winds and the tidal potential, suggests that annual variability
in K1 leads to pronounced ψ1 amplitudes in some marginal seas, especially in the western
Pacific.
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1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

The geophysical importance of the ψ1 tide is out of all proportion
to its tiny size. The ψ1 ocean tide is rarely more than a few mm
anywhere in the global ocean; the ψ1 earth tide has a maximum
amplitude, at latitudes ±45◦, of only 1.2 mm. That such a tiny
tide can be important is due solely to an accident of geophysics:
the ψ1 frequency falls very close to that of the nearly diurnal free
wobble (NDFW), one of the resonant free modes of the earth’s
rotation (Dehant & Mathews 2015). The resonance causes a large
perturbation in the magnitude of the ψ1 earth tide—see Fig. 1—thus
making measurements of ψ1 an ideal way to explore characteristics
of the rotational mode. Since the resonant frequency is determined
by the size and ellipticity of the core, its proximity to ψ1 is mere
chance. In fact, in light of changes in the planetary rotation rate
and in the shape of the core–mantle boundary over time, it appears
likely that the NDFW resonance once coincided with the frequency
of ψ1 (Toomre 1974; Greff-Lefftz & Legros 1999) and, farther back
in time, with the constituent φ1; possible geological consequences
of the magnified resonant responses were explored by Greff-Lefftz
& Legros (1999).

Important studies of the NDFW, or the associated free core nu-
tation (FCN), which have been based on analysis of diurnal earth
tides include: Neuberg et al. (1987), Merriam (1994), Ducarme
et al. (2007), Rosat et al. (2009) among others. For these kinds of
investigations, ψ1 usually provides an important constraint, even
with its very small amplitude. Cui et al. (2018), in fact, stress the
sensitivities in their estimated resonance parameters to ψ1. But to
isolate the earth-tide resonance it is necessary that ocean-tide effects
be removed from the observed ψ1 earth-tide signal. For gravimetry
the ocean effects include both the Newtonian attraction of the ocean
mass and the associated effects of crustal loading and deformation.
Thus, the geophysical community has a longstanding need for an
acceptably accurate model of the ψ1 ocean tide, but the pathway to
such a model is plagued with difficulties.

Owing to its small size, direct measurements of the ψ1 ocean
tide must contend with an unfavorably small signal-to-noise ratio.
Estimates from tide-gauge data can have large uncertainties and
also tend to be somewhat unstable, either from noise contamination
or from vagaries in the non-gravitational forcing at nearby frequen-
cies, as discussed further below. Use of Topex/Poseidon and Jason
satellite altimetry, which has been so valuable in determining most
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major tides (e.g. Le Provost 2001), is hindered by a relatively long
alias period for ψ1 of 329 d (Ray & Egbert 2018, fig. 13.2), which
is uncomfortably close to the annual cycle with its large and broad-
band variability. This leads to altimeter estimates of ψ1 that are
dominated by noise. It seems that determining the ψ1 ocean tide
must rely on more indirect methods, notably numerical simulations,
but these too are unusually complicated because of the different
physical mechanisms that come into play for such a small tide.

The various physical mechanisms generating ψ1 in the ocean are
addressed below in detail, but a brief summary is as follows:

(i) Gravitational. The astronomical tidal potential, as one might
expect, accounts for a significant part of the ψ1 ocean tide, although
not always the largest part everywhere. Perturbations from the body
tide require knowledge of the Love number combination γ 2 which,
as Fig. 1 emphasizes, is anomalous and in fact is typically the object
of the investigation.

(ii) Radiational. Part of ψ1 is forced by pressure loading from
the ψ1 atmospheric tide. This tide is a manifestation of semiannual
variability in the much larger S1 atmospheric tide. As the S1 air tide is
somewhat variable in time (e.g. Vial et al. 1994; Schindelegger et al.
2017), its semiannual modulation is also variable. More importantly,
it can be overwhelmed by non-tidal background variability.

(iii) Seasonality. Because the frequency of ψ1 is separated by 1
cycle per year (cpy) from the frequency of the large K1 constituent,
seasonal perturbations in the latter, caused by seasonal changes in
the ocean, can affect, or even dominate, ψ1. An impressive example,
at New Westminster, Canada, is discussed below.

(iv) Non-linearity. Several potential compound tides exist at the
ψ1 frequency. We suspect these are very small, because in all cases
at least one of the interaction constituents is small. An example is
KS1, from interaction between K2 and S1.

In summary, the problematic nature of ψ1 stems from both its
tiny size and from all the different ways it can be generated. Each
of the mechanisms is discussed in a separate section below as we
attempt to construct a global representation of ψ1. The goal is to
arrive at an approximate global chart of ψ1 amplitudes and phases
which can be used in geophysical studies of the NDFW resonance.
Perhaps more important is to understand the potentially large errors
in any such global chart. Sections 2, 3, 4 and 5 discuss in turn the
various components that combine to form ψ1. The modelled tide is
briefly compared with bottom pressure measurements in Section 6.
The implied ψ1 load-tide corrections to gravimetry are examined
in Section 7.

2 T H E G R AV I TAT I O NA L C O M P O N E N T
O F ψ1

In the astronomical tidal potential, ψ1 originates as a modulation
of the large K1 constituent caused by the ellipticity of the earth’s
orbit. The varying earth–sun distance induces an annual modulation
in the solar part of K1, and ψ1 is one of the modulating sidelines.
(The other sideline is one of the couplet of lines that forms S1.)
Since the tidal potential is maximum as earth passes perihelion, the
modulation is once per anomalistic year (from one perihelion to
the next), and the tidal arguments of ψ1 and K1 must differ by �

′
,

the earth’s mean anomaly. The earth’s orbital ellipticity is relatively
small, so the resulting ψ1 tide is also small (as is the gravitational
part of S1).

The conventional tidal arguments for K1 and ψ1 are written (Pugh
& Woodworth 2014):

Figure 1. The Love number combination γ 2 = 1 + k2 − h2 across the
diurnal tidal band. The nearly diurnal free wobble (NDFW) resonance,
sitting between constituents K1 and ψ1 at approximate frequency 1.005067
cpd is evident; the resonance affects primarily ψ1. Displayed values of γ 2

are taken from Mathews et al. (1995); the solid line follows their eq. (35).

�K (t) = τ + s + π/2 = T + h + π/2 (1)

�ψ (t) = τ + s + h − ps + π/2 = T + 2h − ps + π/2, (2)

where τ is mean lunar time, T is mean solar time and s, h, ps are
the mean longitudes of the moon, the sun, and the sun’s perihelion,
respectively, reckoned relative to the spring equinox. Note that �

′

= h − ps, so the two arguments indeed differ by �
′
. The short-

hand Doodson numbers for the two constituents are 165.555 for
K1 and 166.554 for ψ1. The π /2 offsets in both arguments arise
from adopting a cosine functional form for tidal oscillations, which
is standard, when the astronomical potential for these particular
constituents requires sine functions (Cartwright & Tayler 1971).

If desired, the astronomical longitudes may be eliminated in (2)
by inserting standard polynomial expansions (Meeus 1998) and
simplifying. The result for the ψ1 argument is

�ψ (t) = 3.276489 + 7.31202554 · 10−5(t − t0) (3)

in radians, where (t − t0) is the time in seconds of UT1 since epoch
J2000.

The frequency of the K1 tide is 1 cycle per sidereal day, or
1.0027379 cycles per solar day (cpd), or 15.041069◦ hr–1. Adding 1
cycle per anomalistic year places the frequency of ψ1 at 1.0054757
cpd or 15.082135◦ hr–1. These frequencies can, of course, be deter-
mined from the rates of the fundamental arguments given in eq. (2).
Other neighboring tidal constituents, which together form the K1

group, are shown in Fig. 2.
Because its frequency is so close to that of the major constituent

K1, the amplitude and phase of the gravitational part of the ψ1

ocean tide at any location is probably best determined by inference
(Pugh & Woodworth 2014). The phase lag G may be set identically
to that of K1, and the amplitude H may be scaled by the relative
amplitudes in the potential. One must also account for perturbations
induced by the body tide, which is normally handled by scaling the
tidal potential by the Love number combination γ 2 = 1 + k2 − h2,
as shown in Fig. 1. We use the diurnal Love numbers derived by
Mathews et al. (1995). Thus, γ 2 = 0.7365 for K1 and 0.4631 for ψ1.
For further details on diurnal-band tidal inference, see Ray (2017).
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Figure 2. Spectral lines of the astronomical tide-generating potential within
the K1 tidal group. Amplitudes are according to Table 1b of Cartwright &
Edden (1973).

For K1 we adopt the global inverse solution TPXO.8, one of the
series of hydrodynamic models constrained by many years of satel-
lite altimetry (Egbert & Erofeeva 2002). The inferred ψ1 cotidal
chart is shown in Fig. 3.

The errors in Fig. 3 arise either from errors in the underlying
K1 or from errors in our adopted Love numbers—for example,
if the FCN frequency used by Mathews et al. (1995) is in error. A
quality assessment of TPXO.8 is included in the review by Stammer
et al. (2014); it is one of the best global models now available.
Comparison against deep-ocean bottom pressure measurements of
K1 gives an RMS difference of only 0.44 cm. But like all present-
day models, it has relatively large errors in polar regions, especially
under Antarctic ice shelves (e.g. fig. 9 of Stammer et al. (2014)).

What of errors in adopted Love numbers? The Love numbers of
Mathews et al. (1995) are based on a FCN period of 429.6 d, which
is close to the observed values commonly reported (Herring et al.
1986; Rosat et al. 2009), although Chao & Hsieh (2015) recently
estimated the period at 440 d. The theoretical value, based on a hy-
drostatic Earth model, is about 460 d (Wahr 1981). The FCN period
of 460 d would significantly modify γ 2 for ψ1, yielding approxi-
mately 0.528 rather than 0.463; the value for K1 would be hardly
affected. Thus, if the Love numbers of Mathews et al. (1995) were
in error by this amount—which is not expected—the amplitudes of
our inferred ψ1 gravitational ocean tide in Fig. 3 would be too small
by a factor of 0.88. Additional possible errors, stemming from in-
adequate modelling of mantle anelasticity or core-mantle coupling,
are thought to generate smaller perturbations (Mathews et al. 2002).

3 T H E R A D I AT I O NA L C O M P O N E N T O F
ψ1

Determining the radiational component of the ψ1 ocean tide—that is
the component caused by pressure forcing by the atmospheric tide—
is more difficult. There is no recourse but to numerical simulation
via a properly tuned numerical ocean model. The model must be
forced by the ψ1 atmospheric tide, to which we now turn.

3.1 The ψ1 air tide

Because we require an atmospheric barometric tide over the entire
global ocean, we can hardly rely on relatively sparse barometric
station data, but must instead use numerical general circulation
models. This has been a standard approach for many years now
(Zwiers & Hamilton 1986), and many studies have compared the
atmospheric tidal signals among models and against station data
(e.g. Dai & Wang 1999; Covey et al. 2014; Schindelegger & Ray
2014). Comparisons have been made for S1 and for other major
atmospheric tidal frequencies, including seasonal decompositions,
although not explicitly for the small ψ1—which we recall represents
a semiannual modulation of S1.

We have determined the diurnal atmospheric tides from two me-
teorological reanalysis products: the European Centre for Medium-
Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) ERA5 (Hersbach et al. 2020)
and Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Appli-
cations, version 2 (MERRA-2), produced by the NASA Global
Modeling and Assimilation Office (Gelaro et al. 2017). Both re-
analyses distribute hourly surface pressures over the whole globe.
We analysed ERA5 data over the period 2000–2017 and MERRA2
data over 1980–2017.

The extracted S1 and ψ1 tides are shown (amplitudes only) in
Fig. 4. The S1 amplitudes agree qualitatively with each other and
with other previously published depictions of the tide (e.g. Schin-
delegger & Ray 2014). The largest signals, forced primarily by
boundary layer heating, occur over large land masses. The tides are
generally smaller over the oceans, although amplitudes still exceed
50 Pa in many regions.

The agreement in ψ1 between ERA5 and MERRA2 is not too
unreasonable over the tropical oceans, given the small amplitudes,
but outside the tropics the agreement is poor. In fact, both results
take on a high-wavenumber, noise-like character outside the tropics.
Whether these ψ1 estimates are legitimate signal or mere noise
becomes evident by examining time series spectra at individual
locations. Two examples for ERA5 pressure data are shown in Fig. 5.
At a location in the tropical South Atlantic (top panel), the ψ1 peak
is small but clearly defined, and it sits well above the background.
In contrast, at a location over the South Atlantic at latitude 60◦ S
(lower panel), the background variability is much higher and no
tidal peak can be seen, even at S1.

The dependence on latitude and background noise is brought
out more clearly in Fig. 6 which shows ERA5 pressure spectra
along a complete meridian, 170◦W, and extended over the wider
frequency range of 0–3 cpd. The generally ‘quiet’ atmosphere of
the tropics is evident, and this facilitates detection of small tidal
signals there. Pressure variability increases by orders of magnitude
once outside the tropics, although decaying at higher frequencies.
Thus, the semidiurnal S2 and terdiurnal S3 are above background
at all latitudes, but S1—let alone ψ1—becomes difficult to extract
from background noise at latitudes polewards of about 40◦. From
Figs 5 and 6 we conclude that the reanalysis-based ψ1 tide charts of
Fig. 4 contain legitimate signals over the tropics, be they accurate or
inaccurate, but elsewhere the ψ1 charts mostly represent non-tidal
atmospheric variability.

3.2 Oceanic response to ψ1 air tide

To develop a model of the radiational component of the ψ1 ocean
tide, we have used the ψ1 atmospheric tide, as represented in the
ERA5 reanalysis (Fig. 4, lower left-hand panel), to force a nu-
merical ocean model. This was done in the frequency domain by
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Figure 3. Cotidal chart of the gravitational component of the ψ1 ocean tide, as determined by inference from the nearby K1. Inference accounts for the
variation in diurnal-band Love numbers, which are adopted from Mathews et al. (1995); see Ray (2017) for a discussion of inference within the diurnal band
and how it is affected by the core resonance. Thickest phase lines denote 0◦, with small arrows giving sense of propagation direction.

Figure 4. Amplitudes (Pa) of the (top panel) S1 and (bottom panel) ψ1 atmospheric tides in barometric surface pressure, from multiyear tidal analyses of
meteorological reanalysis products (left-hand panel) ERA5 and (right-hand panel) MERRA2.

factoring the coefficient matrix for a finite-difference discretiza-
tion of the wave equation derived from the shallow-water equa-
tions (Egbert & Erofeeva 2002). Dissipation was linearized, with
a ‘friction velocity’ set to 1 m s−1, a value that was used for other
diurnal constituents in the development of the TPXO.8 atlas. Forc-
ing from self-attraction and loading was here ignored, since it is
difficult to justify the additional calculations when the uncertain-
ties in the air-tide forcing are so large. (We similarly ignored the

effects of attraction and loading from the air tide.) As a rough
guide to the expected level of errors in the hydrodynamic model,
one might consider the TPXO.8 diurnal constituents, where dif-
ferences between the prior hydrodynamic and the final inverse so-
lutions are, as a global average, of order 30 per cent. Of course,
for those waves the forcing is known perfectly, whereas in the
present case the forcing—the ψ1 air tide—has its own substantial
uncertainties.
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Figure 5. Spectrum of barometric pressure from ERA5 reanalysis, at two
locations: (top) latitude 10◦N where background noise is relatively low and
(bottom) latitude 60◦S where background noise is high. Spectra were calcu-
lated from hourly data over 2000–2017. Error bar represents a 95 per cent
confidence interval for an isolated spectral peak relative to background,
following Percival & Walden (1993, p. 300).

The computed ocean response to the ERA5 air tide is shown
in Fig. 7(a) (only amplitudes are shown, as the phases are rather
erratic over much of the ocean owing to the small amplitudes).
The response in the Pacific is especially small, with amplitudes of
only 1 mm or smaller nearly everywhere. Parts of the Atlantic and
especially the Indian Ocean experience larger responses, although
still small in absolute terms. The largest amplitudes, between 2 and
3 mm, are in the South China Sea. The high-wavenumber noise-like
features evident in the air-tide forcing are also evident in the ocean
response, especially throughout the Southern Ocean.

How much of the ocean response seen in Fig. 7(a) is an isostatic,
nearly inverted-barometer response to the air tide? It is well known
that at periods shorter than about 2 d the inverted-barometer de-
scription of the ocean’s response tends to fail (e.g. Wunsch 1972).
For any given load, the response is a complicated function of bottom
topography, the zonal and meridional wavenumbers of the forcing,
and the frequency of the forcing relative to the Coriolis parameter
(Wunsch & Stammer 1997). In the global barotropic model of Ponte
et al. (1991), zonal wavenumbers higher than about 2π/(5000 km)
tend towards an inverted-barometer response, even at relatively high
(but still subdiurnal) frequencies. The high-wavenumber ‘noise’ in
Fig. 7(a) may well be a simple isostatic response of the ocean to
high-wavenumber forcing.

To confirm this, we have combined the computed ocean tide of
Fig. 7(a) with the atmospheric tide of Fig. 4 to form essentially a
combined bottom pressure (in equivalent height units), shown in
Fig. 7(b). The noise-like features are indeed mostly eliminated and

we are left with the ocean’s relatively long-wavelength dynamic
response to the air tide. Some of this response calls to mind features
typical of diurnal gravitational tides (cf. Fig. 3), such as the larger
amplitudes in the Indian Ocean as well as the hint of an Antarctic
Kelvin wave, although there is little indication of high amplitudes
in the North Pacific. Resonances in the South China Sea and the
Gulf of Mexico are also common in gravitational tides. In fact,
resonances in these locations are found in a number of barotropic
normal modes of the near-diurnal band, according to Müller (2009),
so it is unsurprising that they can be resonantly excited by the ψ1

air tide.
Because of the cusp-like features apparent in the diurnal-band

pressure spectrum (Fig. 5, top), there is variability in atmospheric
tides in addition to that represented by seasonal sidelines (e.g. Schin-
delegger et al. 2017). Similarly there must be some temporal vari-
ability present in both panels of Fig. 7, and the corrections needed for
gravimeter data will depend to some extent on the time period over
which the gravity data were collected. This suggests an alternative
approach to handling radiational ocean-tide effects for gravimetry
and similar applications. Standard processing of gravimetric earth-
tide data (Boy 2019) already requires removal of atmospheric mass
effects via integration of the global pressure fields extracted from at-
mospheric analysis or reanalysis products, nowadays often at hourly
time resolution. Typically an inverted-barometer response is used
for the pressures over ocean regions. An alternative would be to
drop the inverted barometer assumption in such calculations and
instead allow the barometric pressures to force a numerical ocean
model, the output of which will automatically include radiational
tides, whether their response is inverted barometer or not. The radi-
ational ocean tide effects will then automatically be included with
the atmospheric mass corrections. These signals will correspond as
closely as possible to actual pressures occurring over the oceans
during the same time as the geodetic measurements are collected.
There will be no need to assume a time-invariant fixed air tide, as
in our Figs 4 and 7.

An example of such a numerical ocean model forced by either
operational or reanalysis meteorological data is the Toulouse Un-
structured Grid Ocean model (T-UGOm, Florent Lyard, personal
communication, 2020), which follows earlier work described by
Carrère & Lyard (2003). There are, of course, other ocean models
that could be used. A complication is to ensure that radiational ef-
fects in other tidal constituents (e.g. K1) are not double-counted.
Carrère et al. (2016) discusses some aspects of this complication.

4 ψ1 A S S E A S O NA L S I D E L I N E T O K 1

In coastal waters it is not uncommon to observe seasonal perturba-
tions in a large constituent like M2 (e.g. Corkan 1934; Cartwright
1968; Amin 1982; Huess & Andersen 2001), especially in polar
regions where seasonal ice cover impacts tidal dynamics (e.g. Prin-
senberg 1988). Similar perturbations have been observed in some
deeper parts of the ocean, likely the result of seasonal perturbations
in ocean stratification (Kang et al. 2002).

Seasonal variations in the large diurnal K1 constituent would be
manifested by energy in S1 and ψ1, each 1 cpy from K1. Given the
small amplitude of the ψ1 gravitational tide, we expect this K1-
modulation effect could well be a dominant mechanism for exciting
ψ1 in some places. In fact, of the many tide gauges we have had
occasion to examine, the largest ψ1 tide that we have ecountered is
almost certainly due to this effect. The gauge is at New Westminster,
near Vancouver, Canada, and sits near the mouth, but well within,
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Figure 6. Spectra of ERA5 surface pressures, as function of frequency (horizontal axis) and latitude (vertical axis), along the 170◦W meridian. Based on
ERA5 hourly pressures over 2000–2017. Main thermal tides, S1 through S3 are labelled at top; they show up clearly against non-tidal background variability,
although S1 can possibly be masked by high noise in the 50◦–60◦ latitude band. A faint line from the lunar M2 tide is apparent, to the left of S2, and an even
fainter line from the lunar elliptic tide N2 (Malin & Chapman 1970; Matsuno 1980) is barely apparent left of M2. A broad low-latitude feature at approximately
0.75 cpd is presumably the signature of a free atmospheric normal mode—a Kelvin wave of period 33 hr (Hamilton & Garcia 1986; Matthews & Madden
2000). Colour scale saturates at low and high spectral levels.

the Fraser River. Analysis of the New Westminster tide gauge data
yields a ψ1 amplitude of 54 mm. Because O1 and M2 have large
seasonal sidelines there (see Fig. 8), the large ψ1 is surely caused
by similar seasonality in K1. One suspects the seasonal changes are
related to river discharge, so the large tide is likely very localized
and of no great importance to gravimetric geodesy. Cummins et al.
(2000) reported large seasonal changes in diurnal tidal currents
on the oceanward side of Vancouver Island, caused by freshwater
influences on stratification, but these are likely associated with shelf
waves with little elevation signature.

A global view of seasonal perturbations of M2 was first published
by Müller et al. (2014), who analyzed the output of a high-resolution
ocean model forced by both the atmosphere and the tidal potential,
including an embedded sea-ice model. Their atmospheric forcing
was based on climatological winds; the tidal forcing was based on
a full tidal spectrum evaluated directly from an accurate lunar and
solar ephemeris.

In this section we report on a similar exercise in order to clarify
to what extent ψ1 may be partially a manifestation of the seasonal
modulation of the K1 constituent. We used the Hybrid Coordinate
Ocean Model (HYCOM), developed at the U.S. Naval Research
Laboratory. We used a 5-yr simulation, which was run on a grid with
nominal horizontal grid spacing of (1/12.5)◦ and 32 hybrid layers
in the vertical. The simulation was forced by 3-hourly atmospheric
fields from the Fleet Numerical Meteorology and Oceanography
Center, with wind speeds scaled to be consistent with QuikSCAT
observations. Note that atmospheric surface-pressure loading was
not modelled, so there are no radiational tides generated, other than
those produced, for example, by daily sea breeze along continental
coastlines (e.g. Álvarez et al. 2003). The HYCOM simulation used a
parametrized topographic wave drag, meant to stand in for breaking

of unresolved high-vertical-mode internal tides, as first described
by Arbic et al. (2010). This same 5-yr HYCOM run has been
previously used by Shriver et al. (2012), Nelson et al. (2019) and
others, although for purposes different from ours here. Shriver et al.
assessed the quality of the simulated K1 constituent by comparing
against an altimeter-constrained model; they found an RMS error
of 2.25 cm, which is comparable to errors seen in other forward
unconstrained models, and much smaller than the ∼9.5 cm area-
weighted deep-water K1 signal.

Unlike Müller et al. (2014) who used the complete tidal poten-
tial via an ephemeris, our HYCOM simulation used a tidal po-
tential consisting of only 8 pure harmonics (the 4 largest diurnal
and semdiurnal constituents). The simpler HYCOM forcing is ideal
for the present work, because then any model energy generated
at the ψ1 frequency will arise neither from direct gravitational nor
atmospheric-pressure forcing, allowing us to avoid double-counting
mechanisms already discussed above.

The result is shown in Fig. 9. Throughout most of the deep open
ocean the amplitudes are much smaller than the gravitational com-
ponent of ψ1, as depicted in Fig. 3. The opposite, however, occurs
in many marginal seas, especially those in the western Pacific. In
the Yellow and Okhotsk Seas, the Gulf of Tonkin, the western South
China Sea and along the coast of northern Australia, the amplitudes
exceed 10 mm. These are all locations of large K1 tides, so a large
ψ1 is not surprising so long as sufficiently large seasonal changes
in the ocean occur. It is also possible that some of these marginal
seas could be reflecting modulations of daily wind-stress forcing of
the sort described by Álvarez et al. (2003).

Is there in situ evidence for any of the large seasonal tide features
in the HYCOM simulation? We have not attempted a thorough as-
sessment, but we give one example. (Section 6 below also examines
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Figure 7. (a) Amplitudes (mm) of the radiational component of the ψ1

ocean tide, computed by solving a frequency-domain wave equation as
forced by pressure loading from the ψ1 atmospheric tide. (b) Amplitudes (in
mm of equivalent ocean height) of the ψ1 combined ocean and atmospheric
bottom pressure. The panel thus depicts the ocean’s dynamic response to
the ψ1 atmospheric tide. The high-wavenumber noise-like features of panel
(a) are mostly eliminated in (b), thus indicating that they are primarily an
inverted barometer response to the non-tidal noise-like features of the air
tide (Fig. 4), which therefore disappear in bottom pressure.

in situ comparisons, but only for the deep ocean where the HY-
COM results for ψ1 are small.) Fig. 10, focusing on the Yellow and
East China Seas, shows the HYCOM annual sidelines of K1 (top
panels) and O1 (bottom panel). Tide gauge measurements cannot
be used to assess the former, because other components are in play
(such as the gravitational components discussed earlier), but they
can be used to assess the O1 results. The O1 sideline, dubbed here
OB1, appears strikingly similar to ψ1, but S1 is larger than the other
components in the north, reaching amplitudes exceeding 40 mm,
possibly from diurnal wind effects. (Recall there was no surface
pressure forcing in this HYCOM simulation.) Table 1 compares
HYCOM and tide-gauge estimates of the amplitides and phases of
OB1 at five tide gauges along the coast of China (locations shown
in lower right-hand panel of Fig. 10; we computed these tide-gauge
estimates from multiyear time-series of hourly data).

One cannot expect perfect agreement from a model unconstrained
by observations, but Table 1 does show that HYCOM amplitudes
are roughly comparable with the in situ data, and the phases are
in the correct quadrant, and sometimes better than that. Based on
this, we are led to conclude that the HYCOM simulation is probably
yielding a realistic first look at the possible seasonal modulations of
K1 throughout the global ocean. The large ψ1 amplitudes along the
western Pacific marginal seas are likely to be particularly significant
for geodetic studies of the ψ1 earth tide in that region.

5 N O N - L I N E A R C O M P O N E N T

It is conceivable that a component of the ψ1 ocean tide arises from
non-linear interactions between other constituents. Several combi-
nations are possible: interaction between R2 and P1, generating a
nominal compound RP1 tide; interaction between K2 and S1, gen-
erating a nominal compound KS1 tide. The latter could also be
produced by triple interaction of twice K1 with S1. Our HYCOM
simulations are uninformative of these interactions because rele-
vant constituents were excluded. Moreover, including them would
have required modelling atmospheric loading from surface air pres-
sures, because the S1 constituent is mostly of radiational origin (Ray
& Egbert 2004), as is a substantial fraction of R2 (from seasonal
modulations of the S2 atmospheric tide).

The compound tides RP1 and KS1 are expected to be small, since
experience shows both R2 and S1 to be less than a few cm at almost
all locations. Our HYCOM simulations may, however, allow some
reasonable upper bounds to be set.

The compound KS1 is probably everywhere smaller than the com-
pound KQ1, representing interaction between K2 and Q1, because
Q1 is invariably larger than S1. In terms of their global means, the
amplitude of Q1 is approximately 1.8 cm, and S1 is 0.5 cm. In the
HYCOM simulation, KQ1 (with frequency identical to the linear
υ1) is everywhere smaller than 1 mm, except for a few isolated
locations, the largest being in the Gulf of Thailand where it reaches
about 5 mm. We thus expect KS1 to be less than 2 mm there, which
is smaller than the amplitudes seen at that location in Figs 3 or 9.
It must be less than 1 mm nearly everywhere else. KS1 is therefore
probably an insignificant contributor to the oceanic ψ1.

By similar logic, we expect the compound RP1 to be much smaller
than NP1, because the linear N2 tide dominates R2 everywhere, often
by two orders of magnitude or more. In the HYCOM simulation,
we found that NP1 is less than 0.5 mm everywhere except again
at a few isolated locations. The largest amplitude is in the upper
Sea of Okhotsk, where it reaches nearly 9 mm. If RP1 is two or-
ders of magnitude smaller, then its contribution to the ψ1 tide is
insignificant.

6 C O M PA R I S O N S W I T H B O T T O M
P R E S S U R E S TAT I O N S

We now have three separate models representing different physical
effects that can contribute to the observed ψ1 tide in the ocean. As a
rough guide to assess how realistic the developed model components
are, it is useful to compare with reliable in situ tidal measurements.
Fig. 10 is no more than a suggestion that the magnitude of the K1

annual modulation along the coast of China is about right. Here
we compare the modelled ψ1 with direct measurements made by
bottom pressure recorders sitting on the seafloor. This database of
tidal constants was compiled a few years ago (Ray 2013) and was
used extensively in the study of Stammer et al. (2014). There are
151 stations in the database, of which 114 include the ψ1 con-
stituent. All stations are located in deep water, so these tests will
not assess the very largest amplitudes that evidently occur along
the western margins of the Pacific. Moreover, roughly half are in
the Atlantic, where the ψ1 tide is weak, so the test data set is not
ideal.

The bottom pressures are sensitive to both the ψ1 ocean tide and
atmospheric tide. Thus, for the radiational component of ψ1, we use
the data shown in Fig. 7b, which includes the atmospheric pressure.

The comparison statistics are tabulated in Table 2. The total RMS
signal of ψ1 in the bottom pressure stations is 1.15 mm, very small
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Figure 8. Observed amplitudes, in three main tidal groups, of the ocean tides at New Westminster, Canada, a location of an extraordinarily large ψ1 constituent
(amplitude 54 mm). Each constituent (vertical bar) is separated from its neighbor by 1 cpy in frequency. Nomenclature for OA1, OB1 follows that often used
for the annual sidelines of M2 (e.g. Amin 1982). Filled part of each vertical bar represents the linear part of that constituent (the linear constituent coinciding
with the compound MP1 is τ 1). The presence of large annual sidelines in O1 and M2 suggests that much of the large ψ1 tide (and also π1 and S1) similarly
owes to seasonality of K1 and P1.

Figure 9. Amplitude of the ψ1 tide caused by annual perturbations to K1, according to a 5-yr HYCOM simulation. The simulation was forced by atmospheric
winds and buoyancy fields, and by 8 pure harmonics of the tidal potential, not including ψ1. Note non-linear colour scale. Contour lines are every 1 mm.

in part because of the many Atlantic stations. The gravitational part
alone gives an RMS difference of 0.78 mm, which represents a
reasonable reduction in variance, especially since the “truth” data
in this case must have substantial errors of their own. Adding in the
radiational component reduces this further to 0.73 mm.

The final line of Table 2, representing the full combined model,
is more discouraging. The HYCOM component, representing the
seasonal K1 effect, is small throughout most of the deep ocean
(Fig. 9), so its effect here is small, but it nonetheless slightly in-
flates the RMS difference. The tests suggest that in the deep, open
ocean, the gravitational component is probably accurate, which is
not surprising since it is inferred from the TPXO.8 atlas, and the ra-
diational component appears reasonable. The HYCOM component,
while encouraging in the East China Sea (Table 1) where ampli-
tudes are substantial, appears less reliable in the low-amplitude deep
ocean.

7 T H E E F F E C T O N T I DA L G R AV I T Y

As the expectation that the ψ1 ocean tide can be important to the
analysis of the FCN resonance formed the justification for this work,
it is fitting to see if our preoccupation with this tiny constituent was
warranted. This section therefore examines the contributions of our
three primary components of ψ1 to tidal gravity observations.

We here use a spherical harmonic series approach to evaluate ef-
ficiently the gravity effect over the entire globe (Merriam 1980).
Conventional loading Love numbers were adopted from Farrell
(1972). Fig. 11 displays the resulting gravimetric load tides for
the three investigated components. For the radiational component
we used the data shown in Fig. 7(b), which corresponds to the
ocean’s dynamic response to pressure loading and therefore com-
plements the standard atmospheric correction to gravimetry which
assumes an isostatic response (Boy 2019). Of the three compo-
nents the gravitational is generally the largest, which is fortunate
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Figure 10. Amplitides of the two annual sidelines of K1 (top panels) and O1 (lower panels) according to our 5-yr HYCOM simulation. Results shown for
constituent OB1 (lower right) are compared in Table 1 against five tide gauges (white circles).

Table 1. Annual O1 sideline: HYCOM versus tide gauges.

OB1 amplitude (mm) OB1 phase (◦)

Tide gauge Gauge HYCOM Gauge HYCOM

1. Shijiusuo 8.7 9.2 314◦ 252◦
2. Lianyungang 9.8 8.4 298◦ 269◦
3. Lusi 7.5 9.3 88◦ 23◦
4. Kanmen 5.7 2.8 111◦ 105◦
5. Shanwei 2.8 1.9 137◦ 164◦

Note: Gauge numbers correspond to map labels on Fig. 10.

Table 2. RMS differences (mm) with 114 bottom pres-
sure estimates of ψ1. RMS signal is 1.15 mm.

Model component(s) RMS

Gravitational 0.78
Gravitational + radiational∗ 0.73
Gravitational + HYCOM + rad. 0.78
∗The radiational component corresponds to Fig. 7b, so it
includes the atmospheric tide.

since that component is probably the most accurate. However, in the
western marginal seas of the Pacific and Atlantic, the seasonal K1

component is often significantly larger. The radiational component
is generally small, but it is still significant in the South China Sea
and the northwest Indian Ocean.

One example suffices to establish the importance of these load-
tide corrections to analyses of gravimetric earth tides. We exam-
ined the (relatively short) time series of measurements collected
with a superconducting gravity meter at Hsinchu, Taiwan, between
September 2006 and February 2008. The estimated amplitude of
the ψ1 tide is 3.5 nm s−2, while theoretical gravity at that station is
2.648 nm s−2 (rigid earth). Allowing for a non-rigid earth, with a
gravimetric factor δ = (1 + h2 − 3k2/2) (Lambeck 1988), and using
the Love numbers of Wahr (1981) versus those of Mathews et al.
(1995) gives theoretical values of 3.279 versus 3.364 nm s−2, re-
spectively. Distinguishing among different earth models therefore
requires a precision in the load tide well below 0.1 nm s−2. For
our three components (gravitational, radiational, and seasonal K1)
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Figure 11. Gravimetric ψ1 ocean tide loading amplitudes, for the three
components of the ocean tide considered here: gravimetic, radiational and
that part due to seasonal modulation of K1. Units are nm s−2 (or 0.1 μGal).

evaluated at Hsinchu, we obtain 0.116, 0.109 and 0.128 nm s−2, re-
spectively. The magnitudes of these corrections thus suggests they
are critical to any successful analysis of the ψ1 earth tide at this or
similar locations. Of course, a gravimeter located in the interior of a
large continent is always much less affected by ocean tidal loading,
and Fig. 11 acts as a useful guide to where such locations exist.

Incidentally, while computing the gravity effects of the ψ1 ocean
tide, we also computed the associated vertical and horizontal crustal
deformations. The maximum amplitude, occurring near the tidal
resonance in the upper Okhotsk Sea, is only 0.8 mm, and elsewhere
the amplitudes are less than 0.2 mm.

8 C O N C LU S I O N S

A primary motivation of this work has been to outline the difficulties
in developing a reliable model of the ψ1 ocean tide. Previous studies
of the NDFW based on gravimetry have been aware of the need to
account for the core resonance when inferring ψ1 from other diurnal
ocean-tide models (e.g. Merriam 1994; Ducarme et al. 2007), but
this gravitational component, as we have seen, is only part of the
ocean’s ψ1 tide. A significant additional part is caused by seasonal
variations in K1, which, although small in the open ocean, are large

in some marginal seas, especially in the Western Pacific. The radia-
tional part of ψ1, arising from pressure loading by the atmospheric
tide, is also important in some areas.

The radiational component of the ψ1 ocean elevations is rather
erratic, especially in high latitudes, owing to non-tidal atmospheric
pressure variability in the diurnal band. However, much of this
variability is high-wavenumber and is found to satisfy a nearly
inverted-barometer response to the pressure field. Much of the
‘noise’ thus disappears in bottom pressure of the combined ocean
plus atmospheric tide, but there is a clear dynamic response re-
maining (Fig. 7). The dynamic response will be overlooked with
standard methods that correct geodetic data (e.g. gravimeters) for
atmospheric mass variability while assuming an inverted-barometer
ocean response.

The HYCOM simulation used here to study seasonality of the K1

ocean tide was computed almost a decade ago (Shriver et al. 2012),
and more extensive and realistic simulations of tides in the presence
of ocean circulation variability have appeared in the meantime (e.g.
Arbic et al. 2018). By good fortune, however, this particular multi-
year simulation was ideal for our purposes, because its simple tidal
spectrum had no energy at ψ1 and it excluded atmospheric pressure
forcing. This allowed us to explore these mechanisms separately to
understand how each contributes to the actual ψ1 ocean tide.

The initial models developed here represent some progress in
understanding ψ1 and in developing models needed by the geodetic
community, although greater accuracies are needed. The work lays
out some of the complex issues involved in modelling this small con-
stituent. Given the difficulties associated with the non-gravitational
components of ψ1, we are still inclined to describe this ocean tide
constituent as ‘problematic’.
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